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  Identical letters dated 31 December 2020 from the Permanent 

Representative of Lebanon to the United Nations addressed to the 

Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council 
 

 

 On instructions from my Government, I transmit to you herewith a statistical 

summary of Israeli violations of Security Council resolution 1701 (2006) committed 

during the month of November 2020 (see annex).*  

 I should be grateful if you would have the present letter and its annex issued as 

a document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 37, and of the Security 

Council. 

 

 

(Signed) Amal Mudallali 

Ambassador 

Permanent Representative 

  

 

 * Circulated in Arabic and English only.  
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  Annex to the identical letters dated 31 December 2020 from the 

Permanent Representative of Lebanon to the United Nations 

addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the 

Security Council 
 

 

  Land violations committed in November 2020 
 

Date Time Nature of violation 

   1 November 1000– 

1330 

The sound of several explosions was heard coming from the occupied 

Shab‘a Farms. Meanwhile, fighter and reconnaissance aircraft circled at 

medium altitude over the villages of the Arqub area.  

2 November 0850 An Israeli enemy civilian bus approached from occupied Palestinian 

territory, opposite the town of Udaysah, near point TP36(2). Some 

30 individuals in civilian clothing disembarked, scouted the area and took 

photographs of the Lebanese side.  

 0940 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, six civilian vehicles approached from the 

Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah position in occupied Palestinian 

territory. Some 20 individuals in civilian clothing disembarked, scouted 

the area and took photographs of the Lebanese side.  

 1100 An Israeli enemy bus and two civilian pickup trucks approached from 

occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Kafr Kila, near point 

B82. Some 25 individuals in civilian clothing disembarked, scouted the 

area and took photographs of the Lebanese side. They left in the direction 

of occupied territory at 1300 hours.  

5 November 1120 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, one civilian bus and three other civilian 

vehicles approached from the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah position 

in occupied Palestinian territory. Some 35 individuals in civilian clothing 

disembarked, scouted the area and took photographs of the Lebanese side. 

They left in the direction of occupied territory at 1210 hours.  

 1310 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, a group of some 15 individuals in 

military clothing approached from the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah 

position in occupied Palestinian territory, scouted the area and took 

photographs of the Lebanese side. They left in the direction of occupied 

territory at 1350 hours. 

6 November 1200 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah 

position, opposite the town of Kafr Kila, enemy soldiers pointed the 

cannon of a Merkava tank towards Lebanese territory until 1250 hours. 

9 November 0820 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah 

position, opposite the town of Kafr Kila, enemy soldiers pointed the 

cannon of a Merkava tank towards Lebanese territory until 1250 hours.  

10 November 1030 Opposite the town of Udaysah, near point TP36(1), one civilian bus and 

three civilian vehicles approached from occupied Palestinian territory. 

Some 50 individuals in civilian clothing disembarked, scouted the area 

and took photographs of the Lebanese side. They left in the direction of 

occupied territory at 1230 hours.  
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    1040 On the outskirts of the town of Udaysah, near point TP35, two Israeli 

enemy Merkava tanks approached and crossed the technical fence. The 

tanks’ cannons were then pointed towards Lebanese territory and smoke 

was released from the tanks in order to camouflage them. At 1135 hours, 

the two tanks left for the Israeli enemy’s Shaykh Abbad position.  

 1040 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s Shaykh Abbad 

position, opposite the town of Hula, enemy soldiers pointed the cannon of 

a Merkava tank towards Lebanese territory. The tank left in the direction 

of occupied territory at 1135 hours.  

 1040 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah 

position, opposite the town of Kafr Kila, enemy soldiers pointed the 

cannon of a Merkava tank towards Lebanese territory. The tank left in the 

direction of occupied territory at 1135 hours.  

 1250 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s position east of 

Markaba, enemy soldiers pointed the cannon of a Merkava tank towards 

Lebanese territory until 1310 hours.  

12 November 1000 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, a group of some 10 individuals in 

military clothing approached from the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah 

position in occupied Palestinian territory, scouted the area and took 

photographs of the Lebanese side. They left in the direction of occupied 

territory at 1040 hours. 

14 November 1820– 

1850 

From occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Wazzani, Israeli 

enemy soldiers fired 18 flares over the river on the outskirts of that town 

and above the OP18 position of the United Nations Interim Force in 

Lebanon (UNIFIL). 

15 November 1530 As several civilians were collecting firewood on the outskirts of Mays 

al-Jabal, opposite points B68 and B68(1), an Israeli enemy patrol in a 

Humvee vehicle approached from occupied territory, and a patrol member 

fired three shots into the air in order to intimidate the civilians. The patrol 

left in the direction of occupied territory at 1630 hours.  

 2315– 

2355 

From occupied Palestinian territory, Israeli enemy soldiers fired five 

flares over the Radar position in the occupied Shab‘a Farms.  

16 November 0930 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, a civilian bus approached from the Israeli 

enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah position in occupied Palestinian territory. 

Some 20 individuals in civilian clothing disembarked, scouted the area 

and took photographs of the Lebanese side. They left in the direction of 

occupied territory at 1030 hours.  

 1030 Opposite the town of Hula, four individuals in military clothing 

approached from the Israeli enemy’s Shaykh Abbad position in occupied 

Palestinian territory, scouted the area and took photographs of the 

Lebanese side. They left in the direction of occupied territory at 

1045 hours. 
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    1127 Six individuals in military clothing and carrying maps approached from 

the Israeli enemy’s position east of Markaba in occupied Palestinian 

territory, scouted the area and took photographs of the Lebanese side. 

They left in the direction of occupied territory at 1145 hours.  

 1400 An Israeli enemy patrol comprising a Merkava tank and a Defender 

vehicle set out from the enemy’s position in occupied Palestinian 

territory, opposite the town of Markaba. The patrol stopped opposite the 

town, at point BP34. The patrol members fired eight shots into the air 

towards Lebanese territory, but did not injure anyone. The patrol left in 

the direction of occupied territory at 1416 hours.  

 1411 In occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Markaba, enemy 

soldiers pointed the cannon of a Merkava tank towards Lebanese territory 

until 1415 hours. 

17 November 1000 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s Humayri position, 

opposite the town of Wazzani, enemy soldiers pointed a machine gun 

mounted on a Hummer vehicle towards Lebanese territory. The vehicle 

left in the direction of occupied territory at 1040 hours. 

 1020 Four individuals in military clothing approached from the Israeli enemy’s 

position east of Markaba in occupied Palestinian territory, scouted the 

area and took photographs of the Lebanese side. They left in the direction 

of occupied territory at 1100 hours. 

 1200 A group of 15 individuals in military clothing accompanied by a Merkava 

tank approached from the Israeli enemy’s position east of Markaba in 

occupied Palestinian territory, scouted the area and took photographs of 

the Lebanese side. They left in the direction of occupied territory at 

1250 hours. 

 1900 The sound of gunfire was heard coming from the occupied town of 

Ghajar, and Israeli enemy soldiers fired 12 flares over liberated Lebanese 

territory, between the northern part of the town and position 4-28 of the 

Spanish battalion of UNIFIL. The liaison unit of UNIFIL reported that the 

Israeli enemy had informed it that it had fired those flares.  

18 November 1100 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, a civilian bus and a civilian vehicle 

approached from the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah position in 

occupied Palestinian territory. Some 30 individuals in civilian clothing 

disembarked, scouted the area and took photographs of the Lebanese side. 

They left in the direction of occupied territory at 1150 hours. 

 1330 Near the town of Labbunah, in Lebanese territory, UNIFIL units 

detonated landmines that had been left behind by the Israeli enemy:   

 The Cambodian unit detonated 25 landmines at 1330 hours  

 The Chinese unit detonated 10 landmines at 1335 hours 

19 November 1000 Opposite the town of Kafr Kila, a group of some 30 individuals in 

military clothing approached from the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah 

position in occupied Palestinian territory, scouted the area and took 

photographs of the Lebanese side. They left in the direction of occupied 

territory at 1050 hours. 
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    1105 Opposite the town of Wazzani, a group of some 20 individuals in military 

clothing approached from the Israeli enemy’s Humayri position in  

occupied Palestinian territory, scouted the area and took photographs of 

the Lebanese side. They left in the direction of occupied territory at 

1140 hours. 

 1800– 

1840 

Israeli enemy soldiers fired seven flares over Sahl al-Khiyam and Tallat 

al-Hamamis. The flares fell to earth in those localities. The UNIFIL 

liaison service reported that the Israeli enemy had informed it that it had 

fired flares over the Metulla settlement near the Lebanese border.  

23 November 1220 In occupied Palestinian territories, opposite the town of Aytarun and 

points B52(2) and B52(3), enemy soldier pointed the cannon of Merkava 

tank towards Lebanese territory and a Lebanese Army patrol. This 

incident occurred in the presence of the UNIFIL liaison unit. The tank left 

in the direction of occupied territory at 1245 hours.  

24 November 0735 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s position east of 

Markaba, enemy soldiers pointed the cannon of a Merkava tank towards 

Lebanese territory. The tank left in the direction of occupied territory at 

0850 hours. 

 0955 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s position east of 

Markaba, enemy soldiers pointed the cannon of a Merkava tank towards 

Lebanese territory. The tank left in the direction of occupied territory at 

1000 hours. 

25 November 0745 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Tayyarah 

position, opposite the town of Kafr Kila, enemy soldiers pointed the 

cannon of a Merkava tank towards Lebanese territory. The tank left in the 

direction of occupied territory at 0810 hours.  

 1155 Five Israeli enemy civilian vehicles approached from occupied 

Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Udaysah, near point TP36(2). 

Some 15 individuals in civilian clothing disembarked, scouted the area 

and took photographs of the Lebanese side. They left in the direction of 

occupied territory at 1230 hours.  

 1200 A UNIFIL patrol approached as Lebanese Army troops were engaged in 

construction work near UNIFIL observation post OP5. When Lebanese 

Army soldiers moved towards the patrol, the cannon of a tank at the 

Israeli enemy’s Jabal al-Rus (Ruwaysat al-Alam) was pointed the towards 

the aforementioned patrol and the Lebanese Army soldiers.  

 1300– 

1400 

In Lebanese territory, near UNIFIL post 1-31 in Labbunah, the Chinese 

contingent of UNIFIL detonated 10 landmines that had been left behind 

by the Israeli enemy. 

 1625 In occupied Palestinian territory, two Defender vehicles and three 

Wrangler vehicles stopped between points BP17 and BP17(1), opposite 

the town of Yarun. Some 20 individuals in military clothing disembarked 

and inspected the technical fence. When a Lebanese Army patrol arrived 

on the Lebanese side to monitor the activity, two enemy soldiers pointed 

their weapons and directed insults at the patrol. They left in the direction 

of occupied territory at 1700 hours.  
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   29 November 1000 In occupied Palestinian territory, opposite the town of Udaysah, near 

point TP36, Israeli enemy personnel placed netting over steel columns 

that had been erected previously. Work ended at 1230 hours and they all 

left in the direction of occupied territory.  

 1500 Opposite the town of Udaysah, near point TP36(2), two Hummer vehicles 

approached from occupied Palestinian territory. Some eight individuals in 

military clothing disembarked and scouted the area. Meanwhile, the 

machine guns mounted on the vehicles were pointed towards Lebanese 

territory. They left in the direction of occupied territory at 1545 hours. 

 1600 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s position east of 

Markaba, enemy soldiers pointed the cannon of a Merkava tank towards 

Lebanese territory. The tank left in the direction of occupied territory at 

1630 hours. 

30 November 0800 Near the town of Labbunah, in Lebanese territory, UNIFIL units 

detonated landmines that had been left behind by the Israeli enemy:  

 The Chinese unit detonated 7 landmines at 0800 hours  

 The Cambodian unit detonated 12 landmines at 0845 hours 

 0830 In occupied Palestinian territory, at the Israeli enemy’s position east of 

Markaba, enemy soldiers pointed the cannon of a Merkava tank towards 

Lebanese territory. The tank left in the direction of occupied territory at 

0950 hours. 

 1025 The rumble of several explosions, the cause of which is unknown, was 

heard coming from the occupied Shab‘a Farms.  

 

 

  Sea violations committed in November 2020 
 

Date Time Nature of violation 

   1 November 0740 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) of 

1 October 2011 as follows:  

 At 0740 hours, for five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 55 m. 

The crew sounded warning sirens in the course of the violation. The 

launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial 

waters. 

 At 0744 hours, for five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 445 m. 

The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial 

waters. 

2 November 1135 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 537 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 
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    1140 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

20 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 537 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

3 November 0040 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 166 m. Crew members fired 

two flare shells over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1040 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) as 

follows: 

 At 1040 hours, for four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 166 m. 

The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial 

waters. 

 At 1657 hours, for three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 

220 m. The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian 

territorial waters. 

6 November 1335 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 222 m. The launch then 

left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

11 November 0217 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 200 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

12 November 0405 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) as 

follows: 

 At 0405 hours, for three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 

240 m. The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian 

territorial waters. 

 At 1738 hours, for two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 185 m. 

The launch then left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial 

waters. 

16 November 0805 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 296 m. The crew released a 

percussion bomb inside Lebanese territorial waters, sounded warning 

sirens and broadcast in Hebrew over loudspeakers. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  
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   17 November 0238 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 110 m. Crew members fired 

a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1930 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters for 10 minutes.  

 1953 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters for 12 minutes.  

18 November 1348 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy civilian rowboat violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

17 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 440 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1350 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

15 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 60 m. The launch then left in 

the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1510 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

eight minutes, proceeding on its way for some 463 m. Crew members 

sounded warning sirens in the course of the incursion. The launch then 

left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

19 November 1835 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

30 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 277 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 

 1940 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

28 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 148 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 

23 November 2036 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 296 m. Crew members fired 

a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

24 November 0640 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 200 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1138 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 222 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  
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   25 November 0645 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0650 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

15 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 400 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0700 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 220 m. Crew members 

fired a percussion bomb over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then 

left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1155 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

10 minutes, proceeding on its way for some 425 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1602 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 203 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

27 November 1603 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 240 m. The launch then 

left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1745 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters for five minutes.  

 2235 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

five minutes, proceeding on its way for some 296 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

28 November 0455 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters for three minutes.  

 0510 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters for five minutes. 

 0629 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

three minutes, proceeding on its way for some 222 m. The launch then 

left in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  
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    1040 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 260 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 1805 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters for five minutes.  

29 November 0510 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 370 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters. 

 0530 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, from inside occupied Palestinian territorial waters, 

an Israeli enemy military launch directed a searchlight towards Lebanese 

territorial waters for five minutes.  

30 November 0317 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 130 m. Crew members 

sounded warning sirens, broadcast in Hebrew over loudspeakers and fired 

a flare shell over Lebanese territorial waters. The launch then left in the 

direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0630 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

two minutes, proceeding on its way for some 205 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 0647 Off Ra’s al-Naqurah, an Israeli enemy military launch violated the 

southern maritime boundary established by Decree No. 6433 (2011) for 

four minutes, proceeding on its way for some 240 m. The launch then left 

in the direction of occupied Palestinian territorial waters.  

 

 

  Air violations committed in November 2020 
 

Date Time Nature of violation 

   1 November 1230 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Rumaysh. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1320 hours over Aytarun.  

 1510 Four Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Kafr Shuba. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1620 hours over Kafr Kila. 

2 November 2000 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Kafr Kila. It circled over the South before leaving at 

2350 hours over Yarun. 

6 November 1112 A drone approached from the Israeli enemy’s position opposite Rumaysh 

and violated Lebanese airspace at point BP14. It circled over a Lebanese 

Army position before leaving in the direction of occupied territory at 

1117 hours. 
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   9 November 1630 An Israeli enemy drone approached from occupied Palestinian territory 

and violated Lebanese airspace opposite Rumaysh, proceeding on its way 

some 50 m past the Blue Line. The drone left in the direction of occupied 

territory at 1700 hours. 

10 November 0905 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Alma al-Sha‘b. They proceeded as far as Shikka and then circled over all 

regions of Lebanon before leaving at 1020 hours over Aytarun.  

 0910 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Alma al-Sha‘b. They proceeded as far as the sea opposite Batrun and then 

circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 1005 hours over 

Yarun.  

 0915 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

the sea west of Naqurah. They proceeded as far as the sea off Beirut and 

then circled over the sea between Beirut and Naqurah, and then over the 

South before leaving at 1010 hours over the sea west of Naqurah.  

11 November 2030 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Yarun. They proceeded as far as the sea west of Tripoli and then circled 

over the sea between Tripoli and Sidon before leaving at 2120 hours over 

the sea west of Naqurah.  

12 November 0720 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Naqurah. It circled over the South before leaving at 

0755 hours over Kafr Shuba. 

 0930 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Rumaysh. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1020 hours over Yarun.  

 0935 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Rumaysh. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1030 hours over Kafr Kila.  

 0940 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Kafr Kila. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1055 hours over Yarun.  

12 November 1100 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Kafr Kila. They left at 1110 hours over Kafr Kila.  

16 November 1130 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1325 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

17 November 0605 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Naqurah. It circled over the Shuf, Beirut and its suburbs, 

Ba‘abda and Alayh before leaving at 1155 hours over Naqurah.  

 1030 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Naqurah. It circled over the Shuf, Beirut and its suburbs, 

Ba‘abda, Alayh and the South before leaving at 1425 hours over Aytarun.  
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    1130 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Kafr Kila. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1245 hours over the sea west of Naqurah.  

 1135 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Kafr Kila. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1340 hours over Kafr Kila.  

 1520 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Mays al-Jabal. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1730 hours over Rumaysh. 

 1725 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before leaving at 

2255 hours over Rumaysh. 

18 November 0815 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1500 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 1055 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Aytarun. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1635 hours over Rumaysh. 

 1415 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Yarun. They proceeded as far as Beirut and then circled over all regions 

of Lebanon before leaving at 1605 hours over Rumaysh.  

 1445 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Aytarun. It circled over the South before leaving at 

2110 hours over Rumaysh. 

 2105 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before leaving at 

0205 hours on 19 November over Naqurah.  

19 November 0610 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Naqurah. It circled over Beirut and its suburbs and Ba‘abda 

before leaving at 1230 hours over Naqurah.  

 0825 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Yarun. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1440 hours over Naqurah. 

 1100 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over the sea west of Naqurah. It circled over Beirut and its 

suburbs, Ba‘abda, Alayh and the South before leaving at 1915 hours over 

Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 1215 Four Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Rumaysh. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1335 hours over Kafr Kila. 

 1930 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Yarun. It circled over the South before leaving at 2150 hours 

over Alma al-Sha‘b. 



 

A/75/711 

S/2021/29 

 

13/14 21-00554 

 

Date Time Nature of violation 

   21 November 2130 An Israeli enemy drone approached from occupied Palestinian territory 

and violated Lebanese airspace opposite Sahl al-Khiyam, near Barad 

al-Tuffah, proceeding on its way some 200 m. The drone left in the 

direction of occupied territory at 2200 hours.  

23 November 1030 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Yarun. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1120 hours over Kafr Kila.  

 1035 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

the sea west of Naqurah. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before 

leaving at 1145 hours over the sea west of Naqurah.  

 1040 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Rumaysh. They circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 

1135 hours over Yarun.  

 1155 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1605 hours over Rumaysh. 

 1155 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Aytarun. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1710 hours over Rumaysh. 

 1500 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Kafr Kila. It circled over the South before leaving at 

0105 hours on 24 November over Kafr Kila.  

24 November 0115 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Alma al-Sha‘b. It circled over the South before leaving at 

0635 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 0635 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Alma al-Sha‘b. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1030 hours over the sea west of Naqurah. 

29 November 0615 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Naqurah. It circled over Beirut and its suburbs and Ba‘abda 

before leaving at 1155 hours over Naqurah.  

 1040 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Naqurah. It circled over Beirut and its suburbs and Ba‘abda 

before leaving at 1445 hours over the sea west of Naqurah.  

 1505 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1830 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 2015 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Alma al-Sha‘b. It circled over the South before leaving at 

2050 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 2050 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Alma al-Sha‘b. It circled over the South before leaving at 

0030 hours on 30 November over Rumaysh.  
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Date Time Nature of violation 

   30 November 0615 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over the sea west of Naqurah. It circled over Beirut and its 

suburbs and Ba‘abda before leaving at 1125 hours over the sea west of 

Naqurah 

 0940 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over the sea west of Naqurah. It circled over the Beirut and its 

suburbs, Ba‘abda and Alayh before leaving at 1325 hours over Naqurah.  

 0945 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

the sea west of Naqurah They proceeded as far as the sea opposite Beirut 

and then circled over all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 1040 hours 

over Alma al-Sha‘b.  

 0945 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Rumaysh. They proceeded as far as Shikka and then circled over all 

regions of Lebanon before leaving at 1050 hours over Kafr Kila.  

 0950 Two Israeli enemy warplanes violated Lebanese airspace, entering over 

Kafr Kila. They proceeded as far as the sea of Sidon and then circled over 

all regions of Lebanon before leaving at 1040 hours over Kafr Kila.  

 1140 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Rumaysh. It circled over the South before leaving at 

1310 hours over Kafr Kila. 

 1735 An Israeli enemy reconnaissance aircraft violated Lebanese airspace, 

entering over Alma al-Sha‘b. It circled over the South before leaving at 

2345 hours over Alma al-Sha‘b. 

 2035 An Israeli enemy drone approached from occupied Palestinian territory 

and violated Lebanese airspace opposite Kafr Kila, near point B85, 

proceeding on its way some 50 m. The drone left in the direction of 

occupied territory at 2042 hours.  

 


